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Abstract

The extracellular matrix provides cells with a support structure and an attachment

site in actual substrate. Its biochemical and surface properties play an important role

in and have significant impact on cell attachment, proliferation, migration, differentia-

tion, and gene expression. Leveraging the hydrophilicity and neuroprotective of gas-

trodin, a gastrodin/polyurethane (PU) elastomer was developed utilizing in situ

polymerization and salt-leaching methods. The results showed that gastrodin/PU film

had a good flexibility and supporting strength, as well as hydrophilicity. Thus film pos-

sessed highly surface area, interconnected porous structure with a pore size

(10~60 μm) for cell attachment, and could provide surface cues to augment neurite

extension. For PC12 cells cultured within the films, especially the 5gastrodin/PU

group, presented a progressive increase with time, coupled with the upregulation of

brain-derived neurotrophic factor and glial cell derived neurotrophic factor expres-

sion. This is the first report on the construction of a gastrodin/PU porous film, and

the results reveal its promise as a scaffold material for neural tissue engineering.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Peripheral nerve injury (PNI) is a very common clinical trauma, given a

great number of patients suffering from varying degrees of paralysis

or sensory deficits (Kehoe, Zhang, & Boyd, 2012; Shahriari

et al., 2017; Vikström, Björkman, Carlsson, Olsson, & Rosén, 2018).

Therefore, PNI has been the focus of many recent studies. Peripheral

nerves have the ability to regenerate; however, regeneration must

realize rapidly the functional recovery of both muscles and nerves.

Currently, autologous graft serves as the gold standard in treating long

nerve defects (Dixon et al., 2018; Vijayavenkataraman, Thaharah,

Zhang, Lu, & Fuh, 2018); yet, associated problems include limited
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availability of donor source, the potential for undesirable neuroma for-

mation, and microstructural mismatch (Chang et al., 2017; Chiono &

Tonda-Turo, 2015; Gu, Ding, Yang, & Liu, 2011; Labroo et al., 2019).

Hence, artificial nerve conduits, of which microenvironment can sup-

port neurogenesis, have been exploited as an alternative way to repair

damaged nerve (Li et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2018). Nerve tissue scaffolds

often seek to mimic natural microstructures with pore size ranging

from 20 to 60 μm (Chiono & Tonda-Turo, 2015; Sridharan, Reilly, &

Buckley, 2015), enabling the nutrient permeability along with available

spaces for proper cellular network formation and inhibition of fibrous

scar tissue invasion, as well as the biochemical composition of the

extracellular matrix (ECM) in efforts to enhance nerve regeneration

(Shahriari, Koffler, Tuszynski, Campana, & Sakamoto, 2017; Zhang

et al., 2015). The nerve ECM is a hierarchical structure with

nanofibrous featuring pores at the micrometer scale (Palumbo

et al., 2002; Wang et al., 2010). Both the surface receptors and the

functional cell domains are nanoscale, which facilitate cell–cell interac-

tions (Hahm, 2014). Hence, ideally grafts with microstructures should

mimic the structure of the natural ECM and further perform biological

functions.

Manipulation of the microenvironment at the site of nerve repair

to promote modulation of the host inflammatory response and cell

migration and axon extension across the repair site is a challenge for

functional improvement after grafting (Cattin et al., 2015; Mokarram,

Merchant, Mukhatyar, Patel, & Bellamkonda, 2012). Addition of

hydrophilic compositions has been widely investigated for not only

improving the nutrient permeability but also reducing the inflamma-

tory response (Nune, Krishnan, & Sethuraman, 2016). The hydro-

philic/hydrophobic ratio can also influence cellular morphology and

growth (Chang & Wang, 2011). Gastrodin is one of the active constit-

uents isolated from the tuber of Gastrodia elata Blume (Tianma in Chi-

nese), which is hydrophilic because of its polar hydroxyl moieties

present in the side chain. Recent studies found that gastrodin has

many biological functions, including anti-inflammatory (Peng

et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2014), antioxidant (Peng et al., 2015), and

anti-depressant (Wang et al., 2014) activity. Previous studies have

reported that gastrodin is endowed with neuroprotective properties

against hypoxia in the cultured cortical neurons (Xu, 2007) and

supported the neuroprotective effects in mice (Peng et al., 2015). This

together with the chemical nature and biological function of the grafts

surface affects the protein adsorption; in turn, it regulates cell attach-

ment, proliferation and elongation. Regarding the nature of gastrodin,

it is critical to develop new scaffolds functionalized with gastrodin for

manipulating cell behavior in neural tissue engineering.

Engineering scaffold plays an important role during tissue regen-

eration. Generally, scaffolds serve as an artificial ECM that establishes

a template to support cells grow and maintain their differentiated

functions, as well as guide the development of new tissue

(Gu et al., 2011; Jeon et al., 2018). Biomimetic polymers such as

chitosan (Manoukian, Arul, Rudraiah, Kalajzic, & Kumbar, 2019), gela-

tin (Farzamfar et al., 2019), collagen (Saeki et al., 2018), and hydrogel

(Zou et al., 2018), have attracted great interest as scaffold biomate-

rials for neural tissue engineering due to their superior biological

response. Presently, many studies have focused on designing scaffolds

for neural tissue engineering, but many of them are unsatisfactory as

they cannot meet all the requirements of a suitable environment for

stem cell growth (Kehoe et al., 2012).

Polyurethane (PU) is an elastomer, whose advantages include

good biocompatibility, biodegradability and mechanical properties,

ease of processing, wide resource availability, as well as low cost

(Uscátegui et al., 2019). PU has been designed into films, micro-

spheres, nanoparticles, micelles, gels, fibers, and scaffolds for drug

delivery and tissue engineering application (Chen et al., 2018;

Shoaib, Ur Rahman, Saeed, & Naseer, 2018). Among these, the bio-

degradable PU with adequate biocompatibility and excellent

mechanical qualities has been a choice for nerve graft material

(Salehi et al., 2018). The PU scaffold can be structured with the

hard/soft nanodomain on the nanoscale, the porous structure on

the microscale (Princi, Vicini, Stagnaro, & Conzatti, 2011). The

structures resemble segmented collagen, porous structure of natu-

ral nerve, which comprise the material basis of a high-performance

scaffold for nerve regeneration (Arévalo, Uscategui, Diaz, Cobo, &

Valero, 2016). Niu et al. have found that PU nerve conduit based

on poly(ε-caprolactone) and poly(ethylene glycol) can promote

peripheral nerve regeneration (Niu et al., 2014; Niu et al., 2015).

The glial cells seeded onto PU/polylactide electrospun nonwovens

also present good activity (Grzesiak et al., 2015). These studies

supported the cytocompatibity of PU with glial cells. Besides, PU

conduits showed no obvious fibrous capsules or other adverse

reactions during a period of 6 months (Dezhznz, Xiao Hong,

Yongnian, & Renji, 2007). However, the use of the PU based on

gastrodin as a nerve biomaterial for peripheral nerve regeneration

has not been attempted. We have studied the potential of gas-

trodin as an anti-inflammatory drug in neuropathological conditions

(Dai et al., 2011), and developed a novel gastrodin-crosslinking PU

elastomer in our lab (Li et al., 2018). Thus, we propose that PU

functionalized with gastrodin can well fulfill the efficacy as a poten-

tial conduit material.

In this study, we engineered a porous film based on gastrodin and

PU, to match with the multifunctional requirements for nerve recon-

struction. It was surmised that gastrodin content alteration in the

obtained films might affect the surface and mechanical properties, as

well as guide the activity of PC12 cells adopted this study and the

neurite extension. Differentiation of PC12 cells on the films was fur-

ther examined by protein and gene analysis. A film with microstruc-

ture, good mechanical properties and hydrophilicity, effective neurite

extension capacity would be a suitable candidate for nerve regenera-

tion and functional recovery.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Materials

Poly(ε-caprolactone)2000 (PCL2000), isophorone diisocyanate

(IPDI) and lysine ethyl ester dihydrochlorid (Lys�OEt-2HCl)
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were purchased from Aladdin Co. Ltd., China. Gastrodin (purity

>99.0%) was purchased from Kunming Pharmaceutical Co. Ltd.,

China. The 1, 4-dioxane was purchased from Tianjin Fengchuan

Chemical Reagent Technology (China). NaCl particles were gro-

und into a fine powder and then sifted through sieves of

300 mesh diameter. The Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium

(DMEM) was purchased from HyClone. The fetal bovine serum

(FBS) was obtained from Gibco. The cell counting kit-8 (CCK-8)

assay was purchased from Dojindo Molecular Technologies,

Japan. Live/dead reagent (Live/dead viability/cytotoxicity kit),

TRIzol reagent (Ambion), and RevertAid First Strand cDNA Syn-

thesis Kit were purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific. TB

Green™ Premix Ex Taq™ II purchased from Takara Biomedical

Technology.

2.2 | Preparation of PU and porous nerve film

2.2.1 | Synthesis of PU

PU were successfully fabricated using the in situ polymerization

method (Li, Li, et al., 2018). First, 30.00 g of PCL2000 and 7.80 g of

IPDI were mixed in a 250 ml three-necked flask under nitrogen

atmosphere and heated at 70�C, stirred for 4 hr to obtain the pre-

polymer. Then, 3.70 g of Lys�OEt-2HCl was applied as a chain

extender to extend the prepolymer. After stirring for 2 hr, different

contents of gastrodin were added into the mixture to form four dif-

ferent doses of polymers. According to the theoretical weight ratio

of gastrodin in polymer chain (set as 0, 0.5, 1, and 5%), the samples

were named as PU, 0.5gastrodin/PU, 1gastrodin/PU, and 5gas-

trodin/PU shown in Table 1, respectively. The resultant mixture was

cured at 90�C.

2.2.2 | Preparation of nerve film

Two grams of PU were dissolved in 1, 4-dioxane and 4 g of NaCl par-

ticles (<50 μm) as porogen were added into the solution and homoge-

nized for 4 hr, subsequently, poured onto a Teflon mold

(5 × 5 × 1 cm3). The films were then air-dried for 24 hr, and the salt

was leached out from the films by immersion in deionized water under

vacuum for 48 hr to form porous films. Finally, the dried film was

removed from the Teflon plate to yield PU film with an average thick-

ness of 2 ~3 mm.

2.3 | Characterization

2.3.1 | Morphology observation

The morphology of films was observed by scanning electron

microscopy (SEM, FEI Quanta-200, Switzerland) at an accelerat-

ing voltage of 10 kV. All samples were mounted onto SEM speci-

men stubs and sputter-coated with a thin gold for contrast in

vacuum.

2.3.2 | Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy
(FTIR) and 1H nuclear magnetic resonance (1H NMR)
analysis

The functional groups of films were investigated by FTIR (Nicoletis10,

Thermo fisher scientific). FTIR spectra of films were collected after

averaging 32 scans in the range of 4,000–400 cm−1. The detailed

chemical structure was further analyzed by 1H NMR (DRX500, Bruker

advance).

2.3.3 | Contact angle

The surface contact angles of films were obtained using a contact

angle measurement instrument (JY-82A, Chengde Desheng Testing

Instrument, China) at room temperature. A water droplet was depos-

ited on the surface of the film by a microsyringe and photographed.

The water contact angle was determined by measuring the angle

between film and droplet.

2.3.4 | Thermogravimetric analysis

The thermal stability analysis of the films was tested on a ther-

mogravimetric analysis (TGA/DSC/1600LF, Mettler-Toledo, Switzer-

land) under nitrogen atmosphere. The temperature ranged from 25 to

600�C at a heating rate of 25�C�min−1.

2.3.5 | Mechanical properties

The tensile mechanical properties of the films were determined

using a universal testing machine (Model 3,343, Instron Company).

TABLE 1 The composition of films

Samples IPDI (g) PCL2000 (g) The ratio of NCO:OH in the prepolymer Lys.OEt-2HCl (g) Gastrodin content (wt %)

Polyurethane (PU) 7.80 30.00 2.3:1 3.70 –

0.5Gastrodin/PU 7.80 30.00 2.3:1 3.70 0.50

1Gastrodin/PU 7.80 30.00 2.3:1 3.70 1.00

5Gastrodin/PU 7.80 30.00 2.3:1 3.70 5.00
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The size of the film was 130 × 10 × 2 cm3. Samples were pulled

until failure at a speed of 200 mm/min to obtain stress–strain cur-

ves. The experimental results were performed in quintuplicate for

each sample.

2.3.6 | Gel permeation chromatography

The weight-average molecular weights (Mw) and number-average

molecular weights (Mn) of the films were conducted with DMF as

mobile phase, at room temperature with flow rate of 0.4 ml/min using

an instrument (HLC-8320, Tosoh Corporation, Japan). Polymeth-

ylmethacrylate was used as the standard.

2.3.7 | Swelling measurements

The swelling ratio of the films was evaluated according to ASTM

D570-98 (Asadpour et al., 2018). Dried films (1 × 1 cm2) were

weighed and submerged in PBS at 37�C. At the pre-determined

timepoints of 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 10, 24, 48, and 72 hr, the samples were

taken out and removed residual moisture with a filter paper and

weighed. Five samples were prepared for each group. The pH

values of suspension liquor were measured every week for

4 weeks. The swelling ratio was calculated according to the

equation:

Swelling ratio %ð Þ= Ww−Wd
Wd

×100%

where Ww and Wd are the weights of the wet and dried specimens,

respectively.

2.4 | In vitro cell culture tests

2.4.1 | Cell culture

Biocompatibility investigations on the nerve film with different

contents of gastrodin were performed using PC12 cells in vitro.

PC12 cells were cultured in 75 cm2 cell culture flask in DMEM sup-

plemented with 10% FBS, 1% penicillin–streptomycin and incu-

bated at 37�C with 5% CO2. The culture medium was changed

every 3 days.

2.4.2 | Cell viability

After sterilization with γ-ray irradiation with 15 kGy, the films

(1 × 1 cm2) were seeded with PC12 cells at the density of 2 × 104

cells/well in 24-well plate. The cell viability on films was evaluated

using Live/dead reagent following the protocol provided by the

manufacturer at day 1 and 3. Live and dead cells were stained green

and red, respectively. The specimens were imaged by fluorescence

microscopy (EX465-495, Nikon, Japan).

2.4.3 | Cell proliferation and morphology

The cell proliferation on the films for 1, 2, and 3 days was evalu-

ated by CCK-8 assay. At pre-determined timepoints, the culture

medium was removed and the cells washed twice by PBS.

Approximately 500 μl fresh DMEM containing 50 μl CCK-8 solu-

tion was added to each cell sample, and incubated at 37�C for

2.5 hr. Then the supernatant was transferred into 96-well plate

with 100 μl/well, the absorbance at 450 nm was measured using

Multiskan Spectrum (SpectraMax 190, Molecular Devices

Corporation).

Cell morphology on films was studied for 1 and 3 days. The sam-

ples were rinsed with PBS, fixed with 2.5% glutaraldehyde for 3 hr,

subjected to dehydration with serially diluted alcohol, air-dried, and

sputter-coated with gold before examination by SEM.

2.4.4 | Reverse transcription and quantitative
polymerase chain reaction

The PC12 cells were seeded in 2 × 104 per well onto films. After incu-

bating 72 hr, the supernatants were collected while cells were used

for reverse transcription and quantitative polymerase chain reaction

(RT-qPCR) study. The total RNA was isolated using TRIzol reagent and

chloroform and isopropanol. In brief, RNA was reverse-transcribed to

cDNA using RevertAid First Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit according to

the manufacturer's instruction. The resulting cDNA was diluted and

used as a template for RT-qPCR in a 20 μl final volume system using

TB Green™ Premix Ex Taq™ II. The RT-qPCR was carried out con-

taining the following: 10 μl 2× TB Green Premix Ex Taq II; 1 μl forward

primer and 1 μl reverse primer; and 2 μl diluted cDNA. The primers

used in the experiments are listed in Table 2. The differences in

expression for brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) and glial cell

derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF) between the PU and gastrodin/

PU were calculated by normalizing with the β-actin (internal normal-

ized reference), and the target gene expression was presented as rela-

tive fold-change based on the value of control sample (2−44ct

method).

2.4.5 | Assay of BDNF concentration in PC12 cells
by ELISA

The levels of BDNF in the supernatants of PC12 cells were deter-

mined with BDNF ELISA kit (Nanjing Jiancheng Bioengineering Insti-

tute, China). The ELISA measurements were performed according to

the manufacturer's instructions.
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2.5 | Statistical analysis

All statistical analyses were performed using the statistical software

SPSS 10.0. Data were reported as means ± SD. A statistically signifi-

cant difference was accepted at p < 0.05.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Physico-chemical properties of the films

3.1.1 | Morphology of the gastrodin/PU films

A PU elastomer incorporated with gastrodin was successfully synthe-

sized in this study (Figure 1a). The SEM images reveal the films to be

porous and rough microstructure (Figure 1b,c). The film has pore sizes

from 10 to 60 μm throughout the volume of the film, containing

mainly interconnected and opened pores. Of note, the microstructure

is not obviously changed after adding gastrodin at different contents

in the PU matrix.

3.1.2 | Assessment of FTIR and 1H NMR

Chemical structure of gastrodin/PU was characterized by FTIR and
1H NMR (Figure 2). As shown in Figure 2a, the peaks appeared at

2942 cm−1 and 2864 cm−1 for symmetric and asymmetric vibra-

tion of the CH2 groups of PU, mostly represent the hard and soft

segments, respectively (Das, Konwar, Mandal, & Karak, 2013; Lin

et al., 2018). The band at 3374 cm−1 represents the NH

stretching vibrations in the polymers. A strong peak at 1720 cm−1

is ascribed to the carbonyl (C O) stretching of urethane group

(OCONH). The band at 1530 cm−1 is associated with NH in the

PU, whereas this peak is not detected in the spectra of PCL and

gastrodin. Note that the absorption peak of (CH2)n group at

~732 cm−1 arising from PCL segment also appears in PU

(Fukushima, Feijoo, & Yang, 2013). Furthermore, the 1H NMR

spectra of the 5gastrodin/PU confirms the reaction between

gastrodin and IPDI (Figure 2b). The characteristic peaks at

4.05 ppm (f ), 2.30 ppm (j), 1.64 ppm (g, i) and 1.37 ppm (h) of PCL

(Cassan et al., 2018), 0.9–1.0 ppm (d, e) of IPDI (Makal, Uslu, &

Wynne, 2007), can be clearly identified. The protons close to the

urethane functional groups are also observed at range of 3.86–-

3.88 ppm (Javaid et al., 2018) (b). In addition, the peak at 7.01 ppm

(a, c) is attributed to the gastrodin (Baek et al., 1999), which is

absent in the PU (Figure S1).

3.1.3 | Mechanical properties of the films

Figure 3 shows the tensile mechanical properties of our films. A

sorely stiff matrix inhibits the growth and function of nerve cells.

The elasticity and excellent resistance to distortion (Figure 3a)

may be an appropriate feature to integration with native tissue

(Asadpour et al., 2018). After functionalized with gastrodin, the

modulus of the gastrodin/PU films are all improved, also evidenced

by the shape of tensile stress–strain curves (Figure 3d). The Young'

modulus of 5gastrodin/PU (3.38 ± 0.02 MPa), 1gastrodin/PU

(1.75 ± 0.09 MPa), and 0.5gastrodin/PU (1.56 ± 0.22 MPa) are sig-

nificantly higher than that of the PU group (0.83 ± 0.05 MPa;

Figure 3c). However, the film elongation at break is greatly

reduced after gastrodin addition. Interestingly, the elongation at

break for all gastrodin/PU films has not detectable significance

(Figure 3b).

The thermal stability of synthesized polymer was analyzed by

TGA and the curves were plotted in Figure 3e. It shows that the

weight gradually decreases as the temperature increases. Peak at

about 350�C represents main weight loss, which indicates break

down of chemical bonds between hard and soft segments. The ther-

mal stability presents uptrend with addition of gastrodin. Further-

more, in Table 3, the number-average molecular weight (Mn) of

5gastrodin/PU (12,134 g/mol) is higher than PU (9473 g/mol)

according to GPC measurement. The relative lower polydispersity

index (PDI) of 5gastrodin/PU indicates more concentrated molecular

weight distribution.

3.1.4 | Contact angle and swelling rate

Water contact angle was carried out to determine the surface hydro-

philicity of the films (Figure 4a). The surface wettability results show

that the 5gastrodin/PU has the lowest contact angle (32.90�,

p < 0.001), indicating highly hydrophilic feature of this polymer as

expected, while the pure PU has the highest contact angle (93.17�,

p < 0.05) and hydrophobicity among the groups. As shown in

Figure 4b, the swelling ratio of the gastrodin/PU increases from

146 to 219% with the weight ratio of gastrodin to PU increasing from

0 to 5%.

The change of pH values is also presented in Figure 4c. The pH

values drop dramatically after 1 week and slightly increase to 6.7 with

time. Obviously, 5gastrodin/PU is closer to neutral throughout the

degradation process, which provides a proper microenvironment for

cell growth and tissue regeneration.

TABLE 2 Primer sequences for RT-qPCR

Gene Forward primer Reverse primer

BDNF TGCGCCCATGAAA

GAAGCAAA

CTCAAAAGTGT

CAGCCAGGGA

GDNF CACCAGATAAAC

AAGCGGCG

TCGTAGCCCAAA

CCCAAGTC

β-Actin GCTGTGCTATGTT

GCCCTAGAC

CCGCTCATTGCCG

ATAGTGATG

Abbreviations: BDNF, brain-derived neurotrophic factor; GDNF, glial cell

derived neurotrophic factor; RT-qPCR, reverse transcription and quantita-

tive polymerase chain reaction.
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3.2 | Biocompatibility of the films

3.2.1 | Cell morphology and viability

Non-cytotoxicity is generally considered to be essential for tissue

engineering materials. The gastrodin/PU is available for cell survival

showing neither gastrodin nor PU is cytotoxic. We evaluated the

effect of films on morphology and activity of neuron-like PC12 cells.

The live/dead assay performed for PC12 seeded onto films after day

1 and day 3 further shows little dead cells (Figure 5). After 1-day cul-

ture time, the PC12 cells become rapidly confluent on the gastrodin/

PU films and majority express a bipolar configuration while on the PU

film retain cobblestone morphology (Figure 5a–d). On day 3, a well

spread and bridging the pores morphology of live PC12 cells (green,

F IGURE 1 The chemical structure and the porous structure of the PU films. (a) The synthetic process. (b, c) SEM images of PU with
controlled microstructure magnified by (b) ×100 and (c) ×400. PU, polyurethane; SEM, scanning electron microscopy
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Figure 5f–h) compared with a few dead cells (red, Figure 5e) in PU film

are seen. This is especially evident in the 5gastrodin/PU film that pre-

sents long neurite extensions that are typical of mature and functional

neurons.

In Figure 6, SEM images reveal that most of the area of the

surface of films is covered with the cells. PC12 cells are well

adhered on gastrodin/PU films and exhibit a typical fusiform

morphology (Figure 6b–d), while the cells on the PU film are

F IGURE 3 (a) Macrograph of resistance to distortion. Effects of Gastrodin content on the (b) elongation at break, (c) Young' modulus,
(d) tensile stress–strain curves, and (e) thermogravimetric (TG) curves of films. ***p < 0.001; ns: no significant difference

F IGURE 2 (a) FTIR spectra of gastrodin, PCL2000, and PUs. (b) 1H NMR spectrum of 5Gastrodin/PU. FTIR, Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy; 1H NMR, 1H nuclear magnetic resonance; PU, polyurethane
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poorly attached (Figure 6a) for 1 day. When cultured for 3 days,

the cells show better cell growth with the long neurite extension

and seem to exhibit a better interconnected neural network on

gastrodin/PU films than PU film. The proliferated cells have occu-

pied most surfaces, and the cells tend to elongate progressively

with time; and typical bipolar processes can be observed after

3 days of culture in gastrodin/PU. Moreover, the cells spread with

numerous neurites and grow into the pores, presenting more com-

plete morphology on the gastrodin/PU films (Figure 6f–h). The

prominent neurite extensions support the results from live/dead

images. However, the cells on the PU film express a rounded mor-

phology with very few, if any, neurites (Figure 6e). This difference

in the response of the films is also reflected in the cell prolifera-

tion from CCK-8 results (Figure 6i). While all groups exhibit signif-

icant increase in the cell proliferation with time, and gastrodin

accelerates cell proliferate at predetermined time point, the pro-

liferation of 5gastrodin/PU group is found to progressively

increased unlike their counterparts which show moderate growth,

suggesting that gastrodin may promote a positive environment

that facilitates cell survival. The combined results demonstrate

that the PU films functionalized with gastrodin have good

cytocompatibility.

3.2.2 | Gene expressions

The relative quantitative gene expression level induced by the films

was investigated. As shown in Figure 6k,l, 5gastrodin/PU group

F IGURE 4 (a) Surface wettability of films. (b) The swelling ratio of specimens. (c) The pH values of the films, which were immersed in PBS and
incubated at 37�C for 4 weeks. ***p < 0.001; **p < 0.001; *p < 0.05; ns: no significant difference

F IGURE 5 Cytocompatibility of films for PC12 cells. Live/dead staining of PC12 cells on the films cultured for 1 and 3 days. (a, e) PU. (b, f)
0.5Gastrodin/PU. (c, g) 1Gastrodin/PU. (d,h) 5Gastrodin/PU. Live cells are stained green, dead cells are stained red. PU, polyurethane

TABLE 3 Comparison of the molecular weight parameters of
polyurethanes (PUs)

Samples Mn (g/mol) Mw (g/mol) Mw/Mn (PDI)

PU 9473 828,815 87.494

5Gastrodin/PU 12,134 264,657 21.810
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exhibits a significantly higher gene expression of BDNF (6.14

± 1.96-fold) and GDNF (12.82 ± 4.0-fold) in comparison with the

other groups (p < 0.001). Moreover, the protein expression level for

BDNF also increases as the gastrodin content increased (Figure 6j).

The results further suggest that the 5gastrodin/PU can significantly

promote the secretion of neurotrophic factors and is a suitable bioma-

terial for PC12 cell adhesion, growth, proliferation, and neurogenic

differentiation.

F IGURE 6 The morphology of PC12 cells cultured on films after 1 and 3 days, and the effects of Gastrodin content in the PU matrix on
factors expression after 3 days of cell seeding. (a,e) PU. (b,f ) 0.5Gastrodin/PU. (c,g) 1Gastrodin/PU. (d,h) 5Gastrodin/PU. The results indicate
that the films are biocompatible, the cell adhesion and spread on the surface of the Gastrodin/PU films are superior as compared with the
PU. (i) Viability of PC12 cell using CCK-8 kit. ***p < 0.001; **p < 0.001; ns: no significant difference. (j) Elisa analysis of BDNF. RT-qPCR for

BDNF (k) and GDNF factors (l). BDNF, brain-derived neurotrophic factor; GDNF, glial cell derived neurotrophic factor; PU, PU, polyurethane
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4 | DISCUSSION

The development of engineered nerve guide conduits is progressively

emerging as a powerful strategy in the field of peripheral nerve sur-

gery. Nerve guide conduits provide opportunities to control the

microenvironment for enhanced nerve regeneration (Oh et al., 2018).

A biomaterial with biomimetic properties (pore structures, surface,

and chemical/mechanical properties) allows better cell function and

adequate exchange of oxygen and nutrients, while providing the nec-

essary barrier to prevent the infiltration of unwanted tissues into the

scaffold from outside and exiting of cells and growth factors from

inside to outside of the channel (Ezra, Bushman, Shreiber,

Schachner, & Kohn, 2016; Kim et al., 2018). To improve mechanical

qualities and nerve differentiation, we have considered the micro-

structure design of our gastrodin/PU film, including the gastrodin

modification of PU soft segment, and the formation of porous struc-

ture. At a microlevel, a porous structure has a pore size of approxi-

mately 10~60 μm (Figure 1), which has been demonstrated to help

Schwann cell migration from proximal end to distal end of the nerve

injury and promoted axon penetration (Manoukian et al., 2019; Singh,

Shiekh, Das, Seppälä, & Kumar, 2018); and high interconnective

porous structure is desirable for neural tissue engineering as it can

facilitate better diffusion of oxygen and nutrients as well as enable cell

infiltration and penetration to establish three dimensional network

(Figure 6), further promotes peripheral nerve regeneration (Hsu &

Ni, 2008; Oh et al., 2008). At a nano-level, the hard/soft nanodomain

structure of PU matrix in our previous study (Li et al., 2015) may pro-

vide a positive environmental stimulus for nerve fiber regrowth. This

unique microstructure can be believed to be similar to the segmented

collagen, and porous structure of natural nerve, which is vitally impor-

tant to high-performance film that is employed for nerve regeneration

and functional recovery.

The properties of matrix and the molecular interaction of chain

segment have a strong impact on mechanical quality of films. In com-

parison with pure PU, the increased hydroxyl value of gastrodin can

promote its polymerization reaction and tight intermolecular forces in

gastrodin/PU. Block PU is structured with hard/soft segments, its

motion behavior mainly depends on the segment structure, molecular

weight, and the interaction between the hard and soft segments. The

higher Mn and lower PDI of 5gastrodin/PU matrix lead to an increase

in strength (Table 3). In addition, native aromatic macromolecular

structure and increasing cross-linking density endowed by the polyols

of gastrodin also contribute to the strength. The elongation at break

presents an opposite trend, probably because a large amount of

unreacted dangling groups existing in PU matrix weaken the matrix

resistance to external tension. The improved modulus as gastrodin

content is consistent with the enhanced thermal stability. The gas-

trodin with higher hydroxyl number gives PU matrix more types of

polar-polar interactions with urethane, and hydrogen bonding within

its molecular chains. Similar results were also reflected in our previous

report (Li, Li, et al., 2018). The appropriate mechanical properties

endow the nerve biomaterials to resist mechanical forces and environ-

mental pressures without collapsing during in vitro and in vivo

conditions (Chiono & Tonda-Turo, 2015). Additionally, nerve biomate-

rials need to be flexible enough as high rigidity could damage

regenerated axons and surrounding tissues (Yucel, Kose, &

Hasirci, 2010).

The surface property of the biomaterial in terms of hydrophilicity

is another key factor that influences its biological efficiency (Chang &

Wang, 2011). Similar to soft tissues, a highly hydrated biomaterial can

facilitate the early stage of cell adhesion onto the biomaterial surface

(Asadpour et al., 2018). The wettability of 5gastrodin/PU is

remarkedly increased (Figure 4a). The presence of gastrodin in the PU

matrix endows the gastrodin/PU with hydrophilic character, which

has the ability to form hydrogen-bonding interaction with water mole-

cules. The swelling behavior as determined by water absorption rate

is also related to matrix hydrophilicity, which presents similar trends

as wettability (Figure 4b). The hydrophilic nature of gastrodin is favor-

able for water absorption. The water absorption capacity of the gas-

trodin/PU increases, probably because gastrodin incorporated into

film promotes the contact between the polymeric substrate and

water. Swelling properties of the biomaterials affect degradation rate,

the nutrition diffusion, and waste transfer rate within the biomaterials

(Asadpour et al., 2018). Additionally, the hydrophilic substrate is bene-

ficial to cell attachment and proliferation; hence, the gastrodin incor-

porated is expected to improve the biocompatibility of the gastrodin/

PU films (Figure 5).

The cell culture results, including cell viability and CCK-8

(Figure 6i) demonstrate that the gastrodin/PU porous films, especially

5gastrodin/PU, can promote cell attachment, spread and proliferation.

In addition to superior activity, the nerve differentiation capacity of

gastrodin plays a crucial role in nerve regeneration. The SEM images

exhibit positive influence on neurite growth for 5gastrodin/PU

(Figure 6d,h). Neurotrophic factors (NTFs) analysis further reveals up-

regulated expression levels. A synergistic effect of elevated BDNF

and GDNF can accelerate the regrowth of regenerating axons and

allow better functional recovery (Santos, Giudetti, Micera, Navarro, &

del Valle, 1636). A possible explanation for this would be improved

hydrophilicity and supported cells adherence and trigger neurite out-

growth. When the cells attach to the biomaterial surface, a sequence

of physical and chemical interactions happen between them leading

to modulation of extracellular matrix deposition as well as cell prolifer-

ation and differentiation (Wang et al., 2017). The initial cell adhesive

response to the surface of biomaterials is important for the biocom-

patibility. The hydrophilic characteristics of functionalized with gas-

trodin provide a more suitable environment conducive for improved

cell adhesion and proliferation on 5gastrodin/PU film.

5 | CONCLUSION

We designed and fabricated a porous system based on gastrodin and

elastomer PU, for potential use in nerve regeneration. The gastrodin/

PU porous film has desirable flexibility and supporting mechanical

strength. The enhanced molecular interaction between polyfunctional

gastrodin and PU matrix is a dominating factor in the mechanical
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improvement of gastrodin/PU. The pore size (10~60 μm) and inter-

connectivity are efficient for cell growth and tissue infiltration. The

gastrodin in the PU matrix improves hydrophilicity, and further pro-

motes cell activity. The 5gastrodin/PU film not only supports PC12

cell attachment, but also maintains cells with more neurite extension

concomitantly with up-regulation of BDNF and GDNF expression

levels. Thus, the 5gastrodin/PU film may be potentially constructed as

a suitable conduit with a porous 3D microstructure and excellent bio-

compatibility for neural tissue engineering.
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